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It was the year 2117, the city was ruled by Mecha, the last human. The mechanical animals roamed
Future City. They would pass by each other. Their silver, shiny, metal would gleam in the light of the sun.
Mecha would build the new robots with the help of the already existing robots. The newest generation
of robots at the time was the Dragon Series, also known as generation 10. The oldest series of robot
animals were the wolves. They still roamed Future City. The first robot from each generation was a test.
Mecha would send out a test to see if theres any issues. If there was any issues, Mecha can adjust or fix
the robots. Mecha had 3 helpers, Silver, Metallia, and Meta. All of them are generation 1, except Meta.
She’s generation 10. At the times, some of the robots around the city have been randomly shutting
down. The helpers were scared because they thought they would shut down as well. So they needed to
try to solve the problem. Meta then said “Silver, Metallia, don’t you guys think we should research
first?” Metallia and Silver nodded. On their way to headquarters, Meta would flap her robot wings as
she thought about Mecha. Metallia and Silver walked as their big paws clumped down, “Clunk, Clunk”
Meta stopped daydreaming about how the 3 helpers can save Future City. Meta squeaked “What’cha
doing?” Silver and Metallia replied “thinking…” Meta knew what they were thinking about , the Shutting
down problem.” “They you guys what do you think we should do to see whats happening? That could
help us when we’re trying to solve this big problem?” Metallia replied in excitement, “Hey why don’t we
set up cameras?!” Meta was so surprise at Metallia’s idea. “Great idea!” Silver looked down at his big
paws and thumped them on the floor as if he was walking. The 3 of them walked to ROBOTic
Headquarters to research. The 3 helpers had gotten to headquarters. They walked down the halls to get
to Mecha’s room. Meach was working on Chips for the newest generation. “Oh, hey you guys! Hows’it
going?” Mecha said. She turned around “Oh, we just wanted to ask you if you could set up your special
camera’s some places.” The helpers said. Mecha raised her eyebrows. “Ph, what is it?” Metallia replied,
“ You know the shutting down problem? Well, we could set up the cameras in the downstairs room
where the robots recharge. Deal?” “Sure!” Mecha smiles. As soon as Mecha said yes, the 4 friends
started planning then got to work. Once the camera’s were all set up, they set up the viewing system to
view the camera’s. It was dawn, the robots were making their way to the charging station. The 3 helpers
made their way to headquarter from their houses. When they got to HQ they met Mecha in the Cam
Veiw Room, or CVR. All the robots were charging whenever Mecha heard something. “KLAP!” “What
was that!?” the 4 of them whispered. They looked back at the camera’s. What they saw had terrified
them. A big, oddly shaped robot was standing in the big room. It was bigger than Meta, looked stronger
than Silver, and looked more smarter than Metallia. Meta whispered to Mecha. “Psst, turn on the
Identifier 2000,”Mecha replied. “You got it, bud.” Mecha clicked a few buttons and clacked a few too. A
red dot landed on the mysterious robot.”Buzs” Mecha clicked a button. The robots name and city
popped up. Meta read to the other 3. “Names’ Deeno, and his city is Fossil R. City” “Oh my- This is so
unexpected!” Metallia said. “Come on Let’s go get him!” Mecha yelled. They all zoomed out of the door
to go to the recharge room They saw Deeno standing there, “Hello… Deeno.” They all said. “ Do not
touch these robots or come back,” Mecha stared at Deeno. “I’m sorry.” Was all Deeno said. Whenever
he left that was the last time they saw him. Mecha managed to fix the robots that shut down. Everything
was perfect again.
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